This work presents a method for the generation of realistic bleeding effects in a real-time virtual simulation environment. This method is used in, but not limited to, the context of a virtual surgical simulator for laparoscopic surgery. In the proposed method, we employed a particlebased approach where quad-shaped decals with blood colored texture are used to simulate individual blood drops that flow out of an organ due to accidental contact with surgical tools during surgery. The path of the blood flow is computed on-the-fly such that it adapts in realtime to the organ deformation and the effect of gravity. Mechanisms are designed to emulate the behavior in blood emission and blood flow such as squirting at the wound and attrition due to friction. In addition, by using customized shader graphics, we are able to achieve a 3D curved-contour visual effect simulating the bumpiness of each individual blood droplet that adapts to varying lighting conditions. Our results indicate that we are able to achieve good visual realism, adaptive behavioural performance and modest computational footprint.
Introduction
Laparoscopic surgery is a minimally invasive procedure commonly used for many abdominal surgeries, such as cholecystectomy, liver tumor treatment, pancreas surgery, gastronintestinal surgery and urologic surgery. Although laparoscopic procedures are relatively safe, special training is required for surgeons because of the constraints in space, narrow field of view, requirement of advance skills in instrument manipulation and diminished tactile perception. Traditionally, surgical training is done with the 'master-apprentice' strategy but recent technology advancements allow training to be done through digital simulators. One of the main training objectives in digital surgical simulators is to avoid accidental puncturing or cauterization of the internal organs. As such, it is important to be able to simulate bleeding behavior and provide immediate visual feedback to the user to indicate that a bleeding event has occurred. In this work, we present a computationally light-weight methodology to generate visually and behaviorally realistic bleeding effect in a virtual surgical simulator setting. Our approach makes use of quad-shaped blood decals with curved contour shading effects to emulate the visual feel of individual blood droplets. To simulate the blood flow behavior, a mechanism is designed to control each blood droplet such that it flows on an independent path computed on-the-fly along the surface of a real-time deformable liver organ mesh, based on a gravitational force vector. To mimic the attrition effect, blood decals gradually increase in transparency over time to simulate the lost of volume as it travels. The method is designed to utilize minimal compute overhead while maintaining sufficient realism. As tissue cutting is usually accomplished by cauterization, smoke is naturally observed in conjunction with the bleeding. Thus smoke decals are also generated along with the blood decals to enhance the overall visual realism.
Previous Work
Computer graphics methodologies that are used to simulate bleeding effects in virtual surgical simulation generally fall under two main categories -particle-based methods and image-based methods. Particle-based methods typically employ actual geometric meshes either in the form of complex blobby shapes or simple bloodtextured decals that constitute the blood flow, while the image-based methods draw images of blood patterns directly into the geometric mesh of the organ surface.
For particle-based methods, [1] simulated a blood vessel being punctured due to misuse of surgical instruments, using the OpenGL particle library. However, the effect is unrealistic, with the blood flow trajectory following a fixed path. Similarly, rigid trajectory of blood flow is observed in the work by [2] , where each blood particle is assigned individual attributes such as velocity and lifetime. To achieve better simulation fidelity, smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) was employed by [3] to model blood flow behavior with surface tension, and the blood surface was rendered from the particles using marching cube surface reconstruction. The main drawback, however, was in sustaining an interactive frame rate due to the cost of performing the marching cube algorithm. In the later works by [4] and [5] , the Physics Processing Unit (PPU) and PhysX-enabled Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) were used to speed up the marching cubes operation to achieve interactive frame rates. For image-based methods, [6] used texture mapping techniques and sprites as blood droplets to simulate blood flow down the surface of the organ, and [7] painted the blood trails as two dimensional textured lines along the organ model. Subsequently, [8] computed the intensity of the blood flow at each vertex node, and used the intensity value to shade the surface of the nearby polygon accordingly. More recently, [9] computed the blood flow in the texture space before mapping it back for rendering. In surgical simulators, the main computational load is in the simulation of organ deformation and organ-tool or organ-organ interactions, which usually exerts a heavy load on the GPU. Thus, it is desirable to offload the blood flow computation from the GPU. In our work, we aim to develop a method which has a good balance between computational requirement and realism in terms of both visual feel and blood flow behavior. There are two main processes in the generation of blood effect -blood emission (see Figure 1 ) and blood flow (see Figure 2) . A blood emission is a particle generation system that spawns individual blood droplet particle, while each blood droplet possesses its own motion down the organ mesh, which is controlled by the blood flow system. An instance of the blood emission operation is created once a wound has been inflicted on the organ, controlled by a countdown random emission timer (see Figure 1 ). Each instance last for an arbitrary interval, during which a random number of blood droplets are generated. For each emitted blood droplet, a random squirt vector and mass are assigned to it, which affect its flow path and its lifetime that are explained in more detail in Figure 2 . Once the blood droplet is emitted, we can derive its local axis and together with the random squirt vector and mass information, able to derive its motion vector. The advection position of the blood droplet is then updated accordingly. The squirt velocity and mass of the blood droplet are then gradually updated and reduced, and the whole process is repeated until the mass drops below a threshold, whereby the droplet will be removed from the simulation. In addition, we constantly track the position of the blood droplet and checks if it has crossed the boundary of its current underlying triangle. The local axes are updated accordingly if it has done so. For visual rendering, a blood droplet is represented by a pair of triangles to form a quad shape, and custom shaded to achieve a 3D curved-contour look to emulate the bumpiness of a real blood droplet.
Methodology of Blood Flow Generation

Blood Emission
The origin of the blood emission is specified in the simulation by a point lying on the surface of the organ mesh, from which blood droplets are spawned at a random rate of between 5 to 10 droplets per simulation frame to avoid a mechanical faucet-like behavior. Each newly created blood droplet is positioned at the point of origin and assigned with a random horizontally-aligned (with respect to the triangle it is lying on) initial squirt velocity 0 , m V . This serves to simulate the squirting of blood droplets out of the wound due to internal blood pressure and to avoid an unnaturally uniform emission pattern. A random mass 0 m (between 30 to 50 units) is also assigned to vary the speed with which each blood droplet moves along the surface, i.e., the heavier the mass, the faster the droplet moves (see Figure 1 ).
Blood Flow
The path of each blood droplet is computed independently on the-fly, allowing it to flow on the organ surface even when the organ mesh is deforming (see Figure 2) . We start by aligning the blood droplet decal with the triangle element that it is emitted from. 
As the blood droplet flows on the organ mesh, it experiences mass attrition due to frictional contact with the surface. This allows us to emulate the decelerating effect of dwindling momentum (owing to mass loss) on the speed of the blood droplet. For simplicity, we relate the current mass i m of a blood droplet to the amount of distance that it has traveled. One blood droplet has an initial randomized mass 
In order to simulate the loss of speed as the blood droplet moves on the organ surface, we gradually exert a deceleration on its squirt vector by applying a small constant random deceleration vector of between 0.1% to 0.5% of its original value per simulation frame until it drops to zero, i.e.,
This gives a realistic feel to the blood flow behavior.
Blood Droplet Rendering
Each blood droplet is rendered by a textured quad-shaped decal composed of two triangles. To improve on the realism of the blood droplet, we make changes to its transparency, geometry and shading. For transparency, we use the mass ratio to set the opacity of the decal to achieve a thinning effect due to mass attrition. In the geometry aspect, we adopt the use of a normal map texture of an oval shaped curved surface that is similar to how a real blood droplet looks like, as shown in Figure  3b . We then employ low-level shader programming to shade each pixel on the decal using its corresponding normal vector extracted from the normal map texture. The The shader code produces the desired 3D curved-contour look of the blood droplet on an otherwise flat decal surface. However, there is a discontinuous lighting transition between the underlying surface triangle and the decal (Figure 3c ). This arises because the same Z-tangent basis vector was used for all four corners of the decal, resulting in a uniform Z-tangent basis vector for all points across the decal. However, the normal vector for the underlying surface triangle is varying over its area, owing to different normal vectors assigned at the three triangle vertices. To resolve this, we interpolate the normal vector at each of the four corners of the quad-shaped decal, using their barycentric coordinates in the surface triangle. These four corners are then used to interpolate the normal values within the decal. The interpolated normal value is then used to transform the normal map texture to the local coordinates. The final rendered image of the blood droplet is shown in Figure 3d. 
Smoke Generation
Smoke is a common adjunct visual effect that accompanies bleeding, for the reason that surgical tools have to employ cauterization in order to cut the organ tissue. The generation of smoke is a relatively straightforward affair, which involves the use of smoke plume decals that drift off in random directions from the point of cauterization while expanding rapidly to fill up the screen (as is often observed in surgical videos). Analogous to that of bleeding effect, the software architecture for smoke generation comprises of smoke emitter and smoke plume, with the former being a particle system that spawns multiple instances of the latter. 
Smoke Emission
Similar to the blood flow generator, a smoke emitter is created by specifying a point in 3D space, which defines the origin of particle emission. However unlike blood flow, there is no stringent need to derive a surface-lying point on the organ mesh using the given point since this is not a surface-conforming visual effect. For a more organic feel, we start with a randomized emission rate for spawning smoke particles, thus avoiding an otherwise mechanical chimney-like look if a uniform rate were used. Each smoke particle created is assigned (i) a random drift vector (with random direction and magnitude) (ii) a random size (iii) a random opacity (which determines lifespan) (iv) a random expansion rate. Figure 4 shows several smoke particles with different parameters spawned from some point of origin.
Smoke Plume
Like a blood drop, each smoke plume is responsible for its own behaviour. We first construct each smoke plume as a screen-aligned quad-shaped decal so that it looks the same when viewed from whichever direction. Next we consider its motion, which unlike the complex motion of a blood drop, is far more straightforward since it essentially involves only translation, scaling and updating of its opacity (which reflects its remaining lifespan). Also note that since smoke generation is just an adjunct visual effect to blood generation, no collision detection is performed between the smoke plumes and any organ mesh (which comes with some associated computational cost). Put simply, a smoke plume will translate along its given motion vector, scale according to its given expansion rate, reduce its opacity along the way, then finally expire when its opacity reaches zero. Figure 5 illustrates how a smoke plume evolves over time. 
Results and Discussion
We analyze the run-time performance of the bleeding effect (with the accompanying smoke effect) by studying its impact on the frame rate of the surgical simulation. Our experiments are conducted on a desktop PC equipped with Intel i7-950 (3.07GHz, quad-core), 6Gb RAM and Nvidia GTX 480 display adaptor. In the performance analysis test, we spawned a new wound once every second up to a total of 10 wounds, each wound with an emission duration of 5 seconds (see Figure 6 ). Note that although each wound emission lasted only 5 seconds, the emitted blood droplets can exist in the simulation for a much longer duration, depending on its assigned random mass. The chart in Figure 7 shows the frame rate of the surgical simulator over a one minute interval, coupled with the number of blood droplets that were present in the virtual simulator environment.
(a) Single wound (b) Multiple wounds generation generation Figure 6 : For the frame rate test setup, a new wound location was generated once every second, up to a maximum of 10 wounds, with each wound lasting 5 seconds.
From the graph, we observed that the number of blood droplets peaked at 7000, during which the performance could be sustained at an interactive frame rate of 15 FPS. For a real-time frame rate of 25 FPS, our method could handle approximately 3000 blood droplets. It is worthy to note that our test setup was an extreme case. In practice, there will rarely be cases where there are multiple wounds that are concurrently emitting blood droplets. A typical scenario will generally have around 1 to 2 wound emissions at any point in time. As such, a healthy frame rate of 40-50 FPS can be maintained. Hence, our results indicate that we can achieve good visual realism, while leaving a modest computational footprint. This feature is especially critical for virtual surgical simulators, where the bulk of computational resources are usually reserved for load-heavy processes such as physics simulations. In terms of physical realism, we subjected a blood flow to a deformation of the underlying surface that it flows upon. In Figure 8 , a series of images depict how the path of the blood flow adapts realistically to the deformation of the underlying surface. This illustrates that each blood droplet behaves independently, and bases its motion path only on the geometrical configuration of the current triangle that it lies upon at the point in time. In addition, we compare the visual realism produced by our work with [7] , which uses a similar approach of discrete textures moving in a pseudo-physics manner. Since the executable for [7] is not available, we are not able to make quantitation performance benchmarking, and are only able to perform visual comparison based on the pictures in the published work, i.e., Figures 2 and 3 in [7] . Based on visual comparison, our approach is able to render a more visually pleasing effect. This is in part due to the usage of shaders to compute real-time lighting effects on a normal map texture that simulate the surface contours of a blood droplet.
Conclusion
We have presented a method for simulating bleeding effect that balances between realism and computational cost. While we may not have the most accurate physical behavior possible, as compared to computational fluid dynamics approaches, our proposed method serves the purpose of producing a visually and behaviorally realistic bleeding effect in a surgical simulator. Furthermore, the performance overhead associated with our method (including the smoke effect generation) is relatively modest, which makes it amenable in a real-time simulation environment where compute resources are shared by other compute-intensive tasks. Further work in optimizing the performance of our method is possible, especially with regards to the advection path-finding for the blood droplet.
